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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

FOreword

_1, d

Environmental education has e6ple upon the scene of XTerican education
with sucK an onrush and with so mghy differing views regarding'its
scope, that most educators have been unprepared, both in understanding
and implementation.

Theofollowing materials are designed to give some dimension.to the
discipline yet note restrictive. It should be recognized that this.
'initial effort mayihave many deficiences and inaccuracies common to
a 'first endeavor, but the desire to "get something down on paper"
for trial, reaction,.and revision prompted this early reproduction.

These materials are the result of a summer.curriculum development
workshop during the summer of 1973. The participants purposely
represented several subject disciplines and grade levels to give
credence to our philosophy of environmental education as an inter-
disciplinary study which should permeate all areas of the curriculum,
kindergarten to grade twelve and beyond.

The workshop participants included the following:

Kathleen A. Baer, Viewmont Elamentary'School, Murray District
,Quenton Bowler, Parowan High School, Iron District
Vivian Holmes, Uintah High School, UittALDistrict .

Arthur Hurzeler, Jr.; Riverview Junior High, Murray District
Ruth K.I.yon, Rosecrest Elementary School, Granite District
Janice Packer, Longview Elementary School, Granite District
Richard-G. Robinson, East Carbon High Schobl, Carbon District

There is still much to be done. It is hoped that each individual who
has opportunity to peruse or use these materials will forward to me
any suggestions, comments, and/or materials to assist in refinement of

) this program. Also feel free to make contact with me or any member.of
the workshop committee for assistance in your impldmentaelon of these
materials.

R. LaMar Allred
Specialist in Science and
Environmental Education s

Utah State Board of Education
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WHAT IS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION?

-1Not all educators and pla- ers agree on a definition of environmental

edUtation, bdehey know what. environmental education is and what it
is not.

r
Environmental education

A new approa.10ch to teaching about.matl's relationship to his environment --
how he affects and 1,s affected by the world around him;

:

An integrated process dealing with man's natural and man-made surroundings:

Experience-based learning, using the total humaR, natural, and physical
resources of the school and surrounding communityas an educational
laboratory. I '

An interdisciplinary approach that relates ell subjects to a whole-earth'
"oneness of purpose";.

Directed toward survival in an urban society;
4*

Life-centered and oriented toward community development:

An approach for developing self-reliance in responsible, motivated members'
of society;

A rational prOcess to improve the quality of life;

Geared toward developing behavior patterns that will endure throughOut life.

The consensus is that environr-ental eiucati.on is not
.

Conservation, outdoor resource management, or nature study (although these
may be included in an environmental-education program);

A cumbersome new program requiring vast outlays of capital and operating
funds;

A self-contained course co be added to the already Qver-crowded curriculum. '

Merely getting out of the classroom.

-- :laces for Enz?ironmental Education, a

repert issued by Educational Facilities
Laboratories.

4
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DEFINITION 'IRONIENTAL EDUCATION

Efivironment4 education is the art of making enlightened

decisions about the quality of life.

In practice, environmental education is a life long, inter-
-

disciplinary process furtherina respect for life and

promoting individual responsibility, having as its objectives

a vital awareness (:)f the interrelationships of living and

nonliving surroundings ana devel,o0ment ofproblem-solving

skills to prevent and s6ive environmental problems.

'0
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ENVIRONMLNTAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY

.Man, in common with all living dhingi, is part of the ecosystem. To avoid

harmful re tton to environmental problems man must understand his pla

in the system. TherefOre, emiaonmental education is of paramount impor-

tance iR today's. world. This education should instill in man a respect for

self, respect for others, an& a desire to use technical assSstance to solve

environmental problems. Man has the technical capability,,but through

apathy, misunderstanding and financial indifference this capability,has

not been fully ipplied.

There aretwo small but powerful 'extremes of the spectrum concerning the

use of man's environment. Preservationists often state that man should

pfgserve all natural resources while some other groups urge man to consider

... ,

. , , only mat and, his wants and needp'in the use of natural resources.
, .

The most tenable position, one in which man wisely uses natural resource

is a middle ground between che 'two extretes. There are many actions in-
.

e' e
dividuals can take to improve and' maintain the environmen; howevere some

Oa

situatidns require group action. An informed citizenry through example,

'fdrum, private and public organizations and the legislative procesa can

. collecdPeely accomplish many desired objectives.

.. Man's environmental education has as its objectives the focusing of the

individual's attention on environmental problems, on the scope Of differ -

ing positions and the development of an individual environmental ethic.,

This education should make him aware of possible solutiote,

tions and infute him with concern and a life Bong commitment to make. en-
.

. .

lighteneOecisions'about the environment for present and future generations.'

NO.
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ENVI.RAMENTAL EDUCATION
CONCEPTUAL ':,TRR1CULUM tAIIEWORK

August 1973

\

.GEOSPRFRE 6i051,9tf /

(Conceptual

Scheme) i. T'ne a": conponents of the earth-and

s ar-cspere.

(Concept). The earth is ip/constant change.

(Subconcepts) 1. Physical, chemical, and nuclear changes are constantly
taking place in the interior as well as on the surce Of
tree earth, producing'both cataclysmic and gradual trans-

formations.

2. In chemical or in physical changes the total amount of

matter remains constant.

(Principles)

J

B. All natural resources are kimited.

1. Earth's resources and natural recycling systems can support

a finite number of people.

2. Every country hv some resources, but no country has all
the natural resd\rces a modern civilization needs.

-7- In nature there is a continuous recycling of many elements.

a. Some resources do not renew themselves because they
are the result of a process which has ceased to functipn.

.4. The nonrenewable resource base is considered finite.

C. 'Pollution is a'disturbance of normal cycling.

1. We are discovering that the earth is a "closed system";
large, quantities of wastes dumped almost anywhere are like-.

1 ly to have far-reaching consequences.'

D. Conservation is using natural resources wisely and providing

for .future, use. N ,

/1. Whenever possible, man should use renewable instead of

nonrenewable resources.
A

the earth is the LITHOSPHERE whicH is in co7n-

stant change and c:,-xist8 cf the .crust, mantle arid core.

A. Soil is a basic resource.

1. SaSs are forme8 from different types of rocks.

a. The soil is partially compipsed of weathered rocks,

-minerals and organic matter.

-1-
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b. Plant and animal life exist in the soil, help form it
and changethe structure and nature of the soil.

c. Most soils have three layers - topsoil, subsoil and
parent material. ;Sq.

(1) 'Soils are formed in layers that differ in texture,
organic matter, structure,' water holding capacity

and fertility.

(2) The thin mantle of topsoil is yery important.

2. AlleliviniVhings depend on soil directly *indirectly.'

a. 'Soils used according to the capability an treated in

relation to their needs will provide food, ter,* rec-

remotion, wildlife and timber for all generati

, b. Soil is a reservoir that hOlds water.

c. Soil is the home of-many things.

3. Man can improve the soil

a. Irrigation, drainage and
'useful production.

etation bring lands into

(1) People use plants to pr -vent or correct damage to
the soil. .

b. Soil productivity can be mai aimed by utiltizing known

organic, mechanical and chemic processes.%

c. Maintaining, improving and restoring soil productivity.
is important to the welfare of people. -

(1) Productive soilis capital wealth on which the
agricultural industry depends.'

4. Man can impair the soil.

4°.
a. The depletion of the organic matter in the soil is the

first step to soil erosion.

(1) Soil depletion. affects the economic well-being as

well as the health of the farmer, the'cOmmunity
and our country:

(2) Soil depletion affects the nutritional vate.and
growth of plants in the soli...,

b. Deterioration of soil is the same, in effect, as a re-

duction in the amount of land.

c. Plowing of dry grasslands and overgrazing augments

destructive .forces e.g., dust, storms, erosion

-2-
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5. Soil can he saved by proper use and management.

a. Soil conservdtion isveryone's responsibility,

b. Government agencies and private, landowners are working
to conserve our soils.

B. A mi ral is an element or compound found in the earth.-.../

1. Mi erals include everything from the ground except'
plants and animals.

a. The three general classes of mineral deposits are:
-metallic, nonmetallic and fuels.'

r

b. Rocks are made of minerals. .

a

(1) Rocks are divided to three major groups: igneous;
sedimentary and metamorphic:

c. Useful minerals are distributed unevenly throughout the
world and vary greatly in quantity and quality.

(1) No one industrial country is completely self-
sufficient as to mineral resources.

(a) Our state has some principal comifiercialmin--
eralt and rocks.

2. Minerals are, useful to man.

a. Many things we eat, wear or use have minerals. in Lhem.

b. New mineral uses often bring about. cultural changes.

. Mineral conservation involves the utilization of all known
methods of using minerals to serve more people for a longer
time.

a. :Technologically and ecologically sound ways of mining
and recycling can conserve our mineral 'resources. N \

(1)" 45cienWicladvancement through research is an
iortant conservation technique in iinexal con-
serifation. I.

(a) Continued research is finding new sources of
mineralS,smore efficient extraction methods

and developing mineral substitues:

O
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b. Mineraldeposits are continuously b ing formed, but,,,t
rate is so slow that an can count only on those alieady

deposited.

c. Depletion of some of our mineral resources is accelerated
because of waste and.huge aemand.

.

(1) Wasting minera increases the cost of obtaining

them at a laser tire.
...

d. Some practices for mineralcongervation must be impOsed
through law.

C. Land is d natural resurce.

Ire(
1. Land is classified according to

\rated crops andsuitability for
wildlife and forage.

2. A landscape develops through the
that,make Up the environment.

a. .Some ood agricultural land
-.,

111.
for man's other needs.

b. raphical )Mors initiate settlement of a region.
v .

Ma .landscape features can be classified and their.
\ ,

extent aneloc t on mapped.
l .

its capability for culti-

timber, recreation,,water,

interaction of all factors

is taken out of pToducton

J
III. The iiY172.4?0,93SERE z:s.the total amount dfEwater existing around, on

and.inour planet.
.

A. The total amount of water has never44hanged nor. will it sver,.,
as far as we can foresee. .

rip

1. Water has several forms: .(solid - ice), (gas, - steam and

water vapor) and (liquid - water).

a. Water is renewab.le.

(.1). Watei- moves from clouds to earth and b

the hydrologic cycle.
ac
p)
ain as

(a) The water cycle produces' a continuous supply.
of water (97%in oceans and Only 3% in fresh
water, including'glaciers, streams, lakes and

ground water).

(b) The water we use is tapped at vat-toys points

of the watercycle, but is not7permanently re-
L . moved from the cycle.

4 '!
4 a .(4
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B.' Water isiessential for all living things.

1. Water is"Used .in a wide variety of human activities (e.g.,
drinking, food preparation, manufacturing, farming, rec-
reation, cleaning, cooling, heating).

2. r 3;. ..availabilfty of water probably the most importanst of
all factors which determine the distribution of plants over'
-the 'surface of the earth.

3". The ocean community provides sustenance for living organisms.

a. Food from the sea affords a high,quality protein for the
diet of man.

b. Ocean plants supply 70% to 80% of our oxygen.

c. The ocean is a storehouseiof minerals.

C. The amount of usable water'available 'on the planet earth is re_*
duced by pollution. .

1
1. Pqllution is the prAciple way by which our water resource

f
is wasted or made unfit far use.

a. Flbods cause damage to natural resources and property.
'

. b. WatER is a transporter and carrier.of disedse and other
impurities.

L
2. Many,sources of water pollution area result of man's tech-

nology and careless, thoughtless acti4ities.

a. Polluted water affects the economy, man's safety and
health and to ecology.

(1) Adding large quantities of hot water to a riyer
or lake, through nuclear energy and industrial

' plants, is a form of pollution.

(2) Chemicals, raw sewage, oil and agricultural wastes
are polluting lakes, rivers and seashores.

(a) Lakes and ponds are tfireat ned most by eutro-.

phication, but parts of rivers having still
Water may also be endangered.

b. The ocean is the final dumping place fpr many pollutants.

-(1) Most, dtban dumping is done close to shore, where
most large schools of fish are caught. ;

.

(2) The consequepces of dumpling wastes into the ocean

depend on, the kind and amount of waste and where
' it is dumped.

ii
-5-
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(3) The immensity.of an ocean makes it seem like an

' ideal place to dump wastes: however, ware,diS-
covering tha.1- n the ocean cannot be treated as

a.limitless umpin grounds.

c; ,Lik7ing organism& in the Water adapt to their environment

but cap withstand only a 'certain amount 'of chemical and

physical Changi.

(1) -Wastes absorbed by microscopic Plants and animals

are transferred to small marine animals'and the

contamination is passed along the ocgan food chains,
eventually reaching fish that people eats

. ,

d, Water pollution affects cities and towns far from its

source. G (/

. 1

Water pollution is not just a big-city problem, blitstems

also from, inadequate .or nonexistant rural seVage treat-

ment facilities and, pesticides. ;

D. Water management and conservation is necessary to insure the

.wateroweeds of present and future generations.

4 1. As populatiops'Increase, competition for the use of -water

increases, resulting,In a need,flo,D establishing water use

priorities.
- r

a. Man must be-aware of the social, politiCal apd economic

influencingfactors management of the water system.

'(1) $There is often a conflict of interest. in the way"

water is managed.
we

b. There at national, state and local conservation agen-
cfes concerned with water resource problems.'

2. Watersheds make possible a gradual release of the, water

stored in them.

a.\ ,Improved research develops watershed techniques which

-.protects the land and provides more water fot use by

individuals. .

, (1) .It is less costly to reduce run off thrqugb good

watlershed management.,
fs5

.

(2) Expected benefits f.roTdam construction have to be

analyzed 'in regard to potential.losses
habitat and aesthetic values. -,

St.

.

-6-
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a.
3. Communities have the

contamination.
y to protect, watos from

4, alinetionof sea water may become econarlically feasible
fo urban use, bu i1L probably be impractical for Irriga-
tion:nsed

IV. The AT is , ,,p'zrire mass a r surr:;unding the earth.

A. Air is an esseati natural,resourae.

1. The composition of air is mainly nitrogen and oxygen with
small amounts o6d.ikb-on dioxide.

a. The atmosptere'consists of two large zones: the homo-
sphere and the heterosphere.

I

b. The atmospherk acts like glass'in a greenhouse, allowing
-the light to pass through it but holding back the re-
radiated *at.

A
2. All living things requtegFa constant supply of'oxygen..vary-

ing in amounts accordbeto body size, physical activity
and the basic rate of metabolism.

a. We have no choice but to bre'ethethe air.around us, (

whatever .its quality,..

'111 Air.polidtion is the presence in the atmosphere of foreign
substances put there by Activities Of man or nature in concen-
t7itions suffizient to interfere:wit comfort, safety or health.

1

t

1. Air pollution covers the .ifitire scale of contaminants eke,
dust, fumes;,mists, radioactive wastes, gases and-Comblnations

:
4f these.items.

E

au Air pollution contributes to deterioration of inanimate
. objects and has a negative effect upon animals and plants.

o
(1) Air pollutiOn effects the life. f orzanislk,

' (a)
`k

affel some plants and imals
before Iran-.

2. e are y sources of man-made air pollution:-
rial proc@Rses, heating of buildings, electric
and automobiles.

a. In spite of thejlfterous ways that air gets cleaned,
man has been able to introduce pollutants faster than

'cleansing activitics have been able to removes them.

ndust-.
evetion-

b. Most of the gases and particulates that man puts into
the atmosphere are the result of combustion.

-7- .3



(1) Air pollution from automobiles can be decreased
by better engine maintenance, special devices to
recycle by-products of incomplete burning, totally
new engine design and the development of efficient
mass transit.

(2) Smog is characterized by a thick haze;it pr6du es '

eye irr4atiori and can aggravate asthma.

( De e layers of-smoke and' haze over a city may
ab orb as much as 9)Z of-the sunlight and are
a frequent cause of traffic accidents.

(b) An atmosphere filled%;ith pollutants can pre-,
vent warming sunlight from reaching the earth
and eventually change the climate.

(c) The accumulation of smog is particularly
noticeable,wherf a climatic condition called
a thermalnversion prevents air. and pollutants
from rising. 4

t. -Air pollution cannot be treated as a local problem -
pollutants are cafried with the wind and cannot be held
within boundaries.

, .

d. Air pollution has always existed, but'has beoome a
serious ptoblem.A.e2result of industrialization and in="'
creased_population.

(1) The increase in population, which results in in-

_
creased human activities, is h leading cause of
air pollution.

3. Some airpallution is caused naturally (e.g.; volcanic
...

zup.tions, forest fires, decaying,vagetatioq, dust storms).

-
C. Four factor he.atmo'pherN give` rise

:., N

CO weather: heat,
wind, moil re and aif pressure. . . 1,.

1. The movement of -air masses has arrimportant influence on
weather.

a. The general circulation of the'atmosphere influenMoces
weather.,

b. Conditio that produce changes in the speed and direc-'-,
ion of the wind indirectly affect the dispersal of

pollutants 4n the air. 1

c. Air can transport pollutlits across the length and

breadth of the landscape, as well as vertically-
. a 4

R :IN-



2. Weather affects soil forma ion, plant and anal adaptations
and management of the environment.

D. Conservation of the purity of air is necessary.

1. The two major ways of reducing air pollution are prevention
and control.

a. Man is attempting to prevent and control air pollution
by enforcing 140 and enacting legislation.,

(1) Standards must be set to define what is an "accept-
able" level of emissions, as eliminating pollutants
entirely is impractical and unnecessary 1

(2) Local, state and national legislation should be a /

unified, cooperative effort to effectively red &ice
air pollution.

b. Air is considered free but an must make personal and
financial commitments to have pollutants removed so tha
he can breathe clean air.

C

J
-9-
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(Conceptual
Scheme)

ENERGYPHERE 4667.f.fPf
A ,

ENERGY interchanges acconpany every naluralr occurrence.

(Concept) A.- Energy can do work, but may exist without doing work.

B. Energy cannot be created nor destroyed, but can be changed
fromsone form to another.

(Subconcepts)

(Principles)

0

1. Some forms of energy must be transformed to become usefUl
for man's needs.

2. All forms of energy can be classified as either energy of
motion or stored energy.

a. Running water, winds, earth4uakes,_and volcanic erup-
tions are forms of the earth's kinetic energy.

b. Potential (stored) energy, whicD came originally from
the sun, is stored in plant and animal matter as chem-
ical energy.

(1) Fossil fuels (arived from ancient plants and
animals) are a valuable source of energy, chemicals
and synthetic fibers.

- (2') Fossil fuels often cause environmental problems and
additibnal alternative energy sources should be de-
veloped.,

Nge
(3) Other forms of storeenergy from organic sources

are wood, dung and peat. '

3. The earth has a limited number of energy sources that an

knows how to use.

II. SOLAR ENERGY is proLced by the sun.

A. The sun is the ultimate source of energy for all living things,
including an andkhis culture.

1. The most important function of the sun's energy is in the
life processes.

a. Some of the sun's energy is converted to Chemical energy
that flows from one level to anothe4'in a food web, los-

ing energy at each level.



2. The energy of moving water is directly due to solar energy
which causes the evaporation ofwater; the water vapor
later provides rain to fill streams and rivers.

3. Solar fuel! cells

energy.

are gaining use as a source of stored

;ECTHEiiMAL ENEF;X is energ? frO7 the sea of :he earrh's
inIsericr.

*.A. Geothermal energy is now being utilized in a few sites around

the world.

a

B. Research is being done to expand the pogsile uses of geothermal
energy.

IV. i,17.7R-2ELE= ENE .r.:;.11 is derive -^v;r^

A. Man harnesses the force of.water to create power, e.g., water
wheels, tides, hydroelectric generators.

1
B. The energy of moving water is tremendous and renewable.

C. Available watelopower is=not equally distributed over the

earth.

V. NU:LEA:i EVE?5Y results fro,7 changes'in the nucleus of atom.

nuclear fission is -.5te spilitrinc.of a' ar;ar. Nuctear fusion is.
ocninin'"f ato7s of a low .K .mie number to form atoms of a

slt.ght?i, hig-her number.

1
A. Nuclear energy can become a vast source of economical energy.

B. Nuclear energy has provided us with medical tools and
aids, e.g., tracer elements, radiation services, etc.

C. Isotopes from nuclear reactions have provttlee u s with
aid which have revealed vast amounts of knowledge.

diagnostic

research

Some nuclear by-products are a concern to an and a potential

threat to the environment.

1. Radiation hazards include the possibility of birth defects
and susceptibility to some diseases,

'2. Radiation concentrates in food' webs in proportion to the
number of organisms in the food chain.

3. Radiation exposure from man-madesourcess.can be reduced by
sufficiently strict controlt and reasonable care during use.

4. Thermal pollution from atomic power production is the un-

wanted heat energy accumulating in water ways.

17
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111. W11:: is moving 'air that produces energy.

Wind has served man's energy needs in the past and offers some
potential solutions for the future..

B. ,There is a tremendous amount of wind power available.

1. Large scale utilization of wind power has not Seen put into
effect.

2. Wind is not a constant or a reliable source of powei.

ELE=0:HEM:4L ENFRGY is energy derived from chemical reactions,
g., fuel cells, batteries.

a

,

0

a

4

-3-
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(Canceptual.
Sch-eme)

SOCIOSPHERE

I. Each 7r4St ultimately bear most of the RESPCNSIBILIPY,
-loth mcra,. and financia::, for irrproving the environment and-pro-
tectini natural resources.

(Concepts) A. , Individuals must learn to make decisions which reflect or rep-
resent collective interests.

A a,

B. It is the responsibility of each individual to become aware of
governMental regulations intended to protect the environment.

C. Individuals perceive different Self -roles in the social.and en-
. . vironmental context dependent on their internal values.

(*Ilb&MICepeg) 1. The behavior of an individual stems from an interaction of
heredity and the physical, social and cultural environment.

(Principles)

2. Within limits of acceptable rules individuals develop self-
respect,'responsibility for others, and responsihility for'
property.

3. The concepts and values man accepts as:guides to his future
behavior determines the quality of his life, if not his sur-

- viral. ' .

D. Mad has physical, psycho-social and intellectual fleas which
are enhanced by a clean environment.

E. Man is continually developing an ethical base for'making value
judgements.

F. Man interacts mentally and emotionally to the physical objects,
geometric forms and eventgein his ehvironmetlt. oi

1. The arts aid man in 'feeling a oneness With nature and fellow-
,

med.

(a) Man creates objects, events and behaviors which satisfy
his images of beauty and order:

2. The need of man to turn inward for self-renewal can be
stimulated by his external aesthetac experiences.

3. An interest in and appreciation of the environment should
be reflected in desirable attitudes toward our country's
natural beauty.

4. A pee3on's aesthetic values are reflected in the internal
and external condition of.his.home and its immediate environ-

ment.



G. The importance of animals to humans involves their usefulness
as well as their contributions to the richness of our lives,
e_g., pets, wildlife.

II. The individual. is affected by EXTERNAL INFERS which cause an
individual reaction.

A. Education generally improves- the quality of one's life.

1. Individual citizens should be stimulated to become well
informed about resources, political issues, problems
management procedurz.s,Nand ecological principles.'

B. Natural resources may be enjoyed through recreation.

1. Some parks and recreational areas are left in their
natural state for our spiritual, aesthetic, physical
and eMbtional enjoyment.

a.. Crowdingmakes it difficult to experience the outdoors
fully, as the special quality of a place is loopt.

2. Wildlife enchances our lives 'because of the recreational
pursuits, e.g., hunting, photography.

Various forms of wildlife perform services for
mankind.

The interaction of individuals, groups, cultures, and events
thrugh ccpyrise a nation's HISTORY. ,

A. The social development of a mation's.people are part of
its historical development.

B. Technbluical advances frequently occur Tar more rapidly than
the rate'.ct philosophical, social,p4omical and behavioral
changes which must accommodate these advances.

1. Management is technical and scientific knowledge applied
in a rational directibn to achieve a particular objective.

2. The incidence of.disbase.s related to ecological factors
is increasing.

3. Moral responsibility has not always accompanied industrial
growth.

C. The culture of a group is learned behalkqr in t form of
custom p, fiabits, attitude , institutions, and life aYs that
are trantmitted to its pr gehy.

1: 'The family is the early and continuin environment for
establishing behavior.

20
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20. Mari creates a cultural environment in interactionwith
his natural environment, regional behavior and ethnic groups.

a. The interaction of the culture with available technology.
determines those facets of the environment which are
planned and developed.

3. Man'scultu Y changes tent to be rapid and cumulative
In contrast to the relatively slol, process of natural
environmen4441Change.

4. Industrialization develops a community of life style
regardless of.rration or location:-

Man.is constant YivuYQ >>i .2.72t;: 'NV:.:),./WVIY: in'
the r; .trees.

A. The distribution.40,cation of resources in relation to
population; techOlogy and economic factors are critical to
problems of resouiCe conservation and use.

B. A knowledge the'social, physical'and biological s ciences,
and humanities is important for environmetipal understanding.

1. Societies perceive and react to environmental issues of
their time on the basis of,social values and past expert- 'enCes. - 7

..J

C. Human resources .include the physical aiiii mental abilities with
which man is endowed and thetknowledge which he has generaied.: lr

-;"

D. Natural resources are essential for meeting man's needs for
food, clothing, shelter, tools, room for riving, and recreation. 4N
1. Man's technological ability to change or control the

environment to meet hig needs is increasing.

2. Man's alteration, of Nibs vironment changeuhis specific
needs and wants.

a. Man adjuses differently in ifferent environments.

3. Survival of man depends upon h ilrability to adjust to bis
environment and make adjustments through use of his
intelligence.

4. Heredity ands.enviro4ent help determine how an individual
develops andcontributes to society'.

, 5. Nations develop economic systems in relation to.the
availability:ofresources.

.,.

'....,

. . a. Nations decline or prosper in relation to ;heir ability. to adjust to new events or conditions. r
.

4 I
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. Man's demands upon natural resources increase as populsationS

II

.. 1
grow. ,

. J
..

1. As population increases, competition increases for,use of
natural resources, resulting ii a need for es'tab'lishing

' priorities.

a. Given sufficient natural resources, a population will
continue to increase in size, unless some limiting
factor is imposed, e.g., space, water, food.

/

2. Increased population mobility is changidg the nature of
demands upon some resources. 1

3. Some predicted effects of a continued population increiase

are a drain on natural ie'sources, a danger of famine, an .

increase in all kinds of' pollution and lower overall
quality of life. O

a, As populations increase or as resources decrease,
freedom of the individual to use the resources gs,he
wishes decreasegT.

V. People live in COMUNITIES out of necessity and preference.

A. Urbanization affects organism behavior patterns.

1. Congestionof people may createpockets of problems
relating to litter, pollution, safety, and health. ,

a. Group living Jrequires cooperation within and between
individuals and groups in order to, create and maintain

'optimum physical, § ocial and cultugal environments for'

all.

(1) Life within a grOup imposes duties and responsi-
-'bilities as well as entailing rights and privileges.

(la) Local and national units of government,function
. to provide rules and protection for the rights

of individuals and groups.

(2) Environmental responsibilities should be shared
by individuals, businesses, industries, special

. interest groups, all levels of government and

education.

(4) The quality of life can be enhanced by
impro;Ang neighborho.ds and by applying
knbwledge ac.pired from past mistakss to

1
the planhing.of new communities. .

) 13) Community spirit may be czeated through public
awareness of problems and alternate soitrids. pr

-4-
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(4) The individual's or group's capability for

interacting.with his ,government directly affects
his success in,dealing with environmental

. problems.'

B. Urban sprawl is uncontrolled growth outward from a metroplitan
area, usually resulting in A ring IA low rent housing surroundr
ingthe inner city. '

1. Industrialization and tentralization'may destroy urban
areas, through crowding, pollution, crike and unhealthy
living conditions.

C. Prolonged exposure to the tension and frustrations of city
living without self7ren&al can affect one's health.

1: Parks pvide urban dwellers a change of pace and scenery,
a dhance o observe seasonal changes a place to escape
from crowds, noise and traffic, and relief from the city's
heat.

a. Areas of urban renewal should include parks and
greenbelt' areas to serve citizens.

1

2. Trees, plants, and flowers are important incities for
their cooling effect, aesthetic values, fragrance, and
as absorbers of sound.

: . .
.a. We can improve the beauty of our home and schoolyard

by taking 'care of-our trees, shrubs arid grounds.

. ..-----.'
(1) Aschool aboretum can help us learn and appreciate

the different trees and add.beaUty to our school.

D. ,Dealing with urban problems requires the cooperation of so ial
institutions.

6-?

VI. Plleient and future GENERATIONS depend on the planning and wise use
of natural resources.

lannin: must be applied"to ale use of human and
tural resources.

..4

m: t
.

Man is the important fdctor in determining environmental
quality.

a. As many factBrs'as poSsible should be considered before
nature's pattern is altered.

0
(1) There are certain risks, limitations, and benefits

experierreed when manipulating the natural environ-
.

cont.

.b. Vandalism and carelessness are harmful to the'enviion-
ment and lead to much 'destruction of property.

-5-
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c. Advertising media have contriButed greatly.tC,
aesthetic pollution of the environment.

4

Irrigation, d.ainaJe, and vegetation can bring some

additional lands into production..

e. Dam projects may aid in making arid lands. productive,
yet pose special, environmental piobleMs.

f. There are three major dangers associated.withlthe.use
of pesticides, namely: 1) the possibility of polluting
water supplies, 2) combining with plant and animal
sources, 3) ecological irtalance may result.

2. Natural resource policies came about as the result of
interacting 'social processes, safence and technology,
government operations, private interests, and public
attitudes. % .

a. A sound natural resources policy is dependent.upon a
, flexible political system which reflects.society's
ability to affect that system and its processes.

b. Correcting man-made ugliness is difficult because
subjectiye aestheticvaluire inv ved.

1L
(1) Architecture can be a of -the po _tivle persuasive .

influences in devel,o0Agg a congenial environment.

.

B. A variety of institutional Structilres are involved in planning
and managing the environment.

1. Government is Interaction of custom, rule, and law.

2. Governmental policies and social aims determine the
utilization of resources.'

a. Governmental services should maintain and support the
type of environment which will provide maximum benefits
to individuals and community groups.

(1) Laws are sometimes necessary to ensure equal
opportunity fot the use of natural.resources.

(2) Governmental laws, such as zoning and quality
standards, have an effect on the quality of the
environment.

3. Governmqnts can conserve natural resources to,,a three that
individuals candot.

a. Governmental agencies direct the management of publicly
owned resources And help private landowners manage their
resources.

.1

- 6 -
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Value dilemslas oftentdevelop'relLted to government
action on environmental problems.

C. Management has the respOnsibility for maintaining a quality
environment and'is the result of cooperative interattIOn
between national and local units of government.

T. Conservation is recognizing Ithe need to develop, to maintain
and to use resources wisely.

1. .Conservation policy is determined by the interaction of
science and technology, social_andipolitlEal factors,
aesthetics, ethical, and ecpnomic considentions. a.

c)
2. Decisions concerning land use projects should be-based .

on the ecological suitability and long term environmental
benefits. n Ac 4

..;

a. 'There are no limits to man's wants; but natraa
resources are limited in quality, (quantity, and
locatiOn.

"4.

b. People of a given nation desire he resources of otGr
igations so they purch'ase, trade, r wage war to obtain
these resources. .

c. Conflictg emerge between private land use rights a d'
maintenance of environmental quality for the genera e

Public.

E. Economic sytems evolve t ough\tnteraCt of ndividuals,
grouts, culture, events, nd availability resources.,

t

1. Aesthetic resources and recreational facil;ties are
important factors in man's leisure time 17Ctivitieg.

a. Thereiare manyereCreational areas constr tdd and
Managed by man on private, state, and f eral lands.

(1) Recreation affords a'wide variety of outdoor
experiences.

(a) Good habits and attitudes concerning dOurtiesy,

safety, and sanitation 6-e important in the
use of outdoor areas.

-
(b) The, use' forests and outdoor schools is an

iMportant-part of our educational program.

(c) nature trail is an educational devise which
can be used to teach the balance and inter-
relationships of nature.

(2)"Recreation uses\are causing great impact on land
management problems.

-7- 2J
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Wiliaffe:ig-i4ortant for food and recrkti.onal

activities.

(1) There are federal and state laws pertaining to
conserlration of wildj.ife,:e.g.,, hunting regulations.

(2) Multiple .use is a prZttice feirhich land areas
function iii tw or more compatible wayg.

(3) Natural laAirs, if preserved,0 have an intrinsic

'.far beyond any measurable, economic value.

j12. Goods and'wvices ..0:producced 'by,the'interaWon of
," labor, capital, natilia+ resourss, and technology..

a. Money alone ill not solve environmental problems
without modif ng the values and attiaides of people. °

, (

.0..

b. Outddor ieereAttfln ie,"Wincreaiingly important pare
of our economy and culiflre.

(1) Ready transportation, growing interest, money,
surpluses, and increased leisure timecombine
to-create heavy pressures on existing req-eation
facilities and demands for n ones.

c. Recreational activities and business create employment
for many people.,

Id. A leading cause of urbanization is the greater
opport'uni'ty for employment offered by the city.

(1) A.number of economic factors lead the tree

of pdverty levels within society.

(2) 'Urban renewal plans attempt to rebuild, restore '

or revitalize existing land and buildingsin.the
inner city.

(3). Improved public transportation can relieve co
Bested inner city*areas.

F. Innovative new ways of dealing with the waste-d posal prob],em

I)

are needed; the ansFer lies in developing bOtt r methods of
waste treatment and in discovering ways of putting our waste

to.practical use.

1. Safe waste disposal and treatment* including the reduction
of harmful and accumulative effects of various solids, liquids,
gases, radio-Ative wastes and heat, is important, if the .

well-being of'man and environment is to be, preserved.

t. 2. Each of the widely used methods for waste disposal has some '

shortcomings, e.,,open dumps and litter are ugly end Un-.

4 q .-4ihitary, landfills limit land use and bury. resources.

-8-
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a. Landfill and burning garbage create environmental and
er pollution problems.

b. Materials that neither burn nor*dekompose present the
great4st disposal problems, e.g., metal, plastic.

G. Unnecessary and excessive noise contribute to environmental
pollution.

,

1. Unwanted sound is called noise and is
tia

serious problem in
some areas and occupations:

a. Sounds may promote.orhinder reaming ability and other
mental processes, as well as Irgluence the way we feel. -

b. Technological. advances, although increasing noise
' pollution, ;offer potential solutions,.

c. The most annoying sounds are irregular, intermittent,
monotonous and generally of high frequency and high
intensity.

d: Sounds under certain cpnditions may be boti physically
and psychologically harmful, particularly when exposure
is continuous.

e. Noise pollution bears a direct relationship to
industrialization and technological advancement.

a
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BIOSPHERE

PF:P=.:ES ta:-.)ern all

Ie' .

A. Tke form of life present depends upon the Coincidence of the
life needs and their availability in the environment.

7bEre are many habitat arrangements and all must satisfy
tni:fundamental needs - food, shelter, water and living
space.

a. The s.:h is the ultimate source,of energy for a]1 living
things.

(1) The food web can be thought of as a way of passing
along energy from the sun.

(2) All animal ILSe is dependent' upon the existence of
plants.

(3) Food provides animals with a source of energy ands
materials -leeded for building cell tissues.

(a) Water is necessary to all for- of life.

(b) Shelteroffers animals a necessa . protection
and a safe place to reproduce.

4,1

(c) Adequate li.vingspace is essential for living
organisms:

(d). Food pyramids are a result of food requirements.

All things have a, place in the environment since everything
:he environment is interrelated.

a. Living organisms and nonliving parts of their particular
environment interact to form a "balance of nature".

(1) The "balance in nature" may become upset when a
species is aestroyed, thus creating the possibility
of Another species becoming too numerous.

3. 'All ecosystems require the same basiCCnutrients - Oxygen,
carbon dicxide and water - which are recycled.

23,
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4. Living things interchange matter and energy with the en-

vironment.

a. Living things convert matter and energy into character-

istic forms.

b. Living beings, limited.by excesses and deficienci

react token factors of the environment.

B. Adaptation is the adjustment of living things to the conditions\

brought about by environmental modification in order to continue

their existence.

1. An organism is theproduct of its heredity and environment.

a. All living things, including man, are constantly changing.

b. The characteristics of a living thing.are laid down in a
genetic code which is passed from one generation to
another (e.g., a living thing can only reproduc% another

living thing thIc is like itself).

c. Man is influenipd by many of the same hereditary and en-'

vironmental factors that affect other Organisms.

2. Environmental change often occurs more rapidly than organic

biological evolution'.

3. Special environments require special adaptive behaviors.

a. The more specialized an organism becomes the less adapt-

able it is and the less able to survive environmei&al

change.

b. Each kind of organism represents a colleCtion of ad pta-

tions which fit it for survival under a given set o

conditions.

4. Succession is the gradual and continuous replacement of one
kind of plant or animal cotplex by another and is Character-

' ized by gradual changes in species composition:

5. A speciesiis geographically limited by the extremes of en-

vironmental adversities it cah withstand.

a. Wildlife is found everywhere (e.g., schdolgrounds, yards,
parks, farms, fields, forests, arid lands, swamps, streams,

lakes, oceans).

6. Some forms of living things have become extinct or are in

danger of extinction.

a. ExtirIction of a species can.result from natural causes

or from man's interference.

'b. Man can protect endangered species. to owe extent.

-2-
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7. Diversity is a key fact r in the survival of an ecosystem.

11. FLAN: S, includin,g 7rcec, Fr?)v--de a cover r-c hid

soft it place, protec: the .:aver supg, shelter iiZ.dZife, suppl

basic econo-::c'rLater:all a2z. va:ues tC mar:id envircn- -

ment.

A. Green plants are the ultimate source of fbod, clothing, shelter,

.6- energy and recreation in most societies.

1. Cultures throughout the world are influenced by the,kinds

of plants an area can grow.

'2. Plants are a renewable resource.

a. Forests can be managed to prgd*ce a continuous supply
of wood and wood products, wildlife, water and recreation-
al opportunities.

(1) Harvest of timber on forest lands must be planned
so that other renewable resources present areloot
impaired.

4

b. With proper management, the productiveness and value of
plant crops can be increased.

c. Tree planting, adjusted to a given site and to the stage
of ecological succession at the site, incre ses success-

.

fulgrowth.

A. Areas of dif.ferent plant and vegetative types are man-
aged as natural4reas without man caused disturbances
for scientific research and staly.

,e. New uses for plants are being discovered.

3. Vegetation is destroyed by overgrazing, insects-,forest fires
and improper forestry methods.

a. Leaving, enough vegetation to protect .the range against

erosion by winter rains increases carrying capacity.

b. Overgrazing and improper utilization by domestic live-
stock tend to cause packing of soil, destruction of .

organic matter and soil cover, and facilitate erosion.

4. Plants have different needs and habits of growth which de-

termine where they live. 4
a. The character of the soil and. climate helps determine

the kinds of plants whichwill grow,

A). Plants influence, each other and their envkronment by

competition for light, minerals and moisture.



c. Many organis=s bhat kre !-armful to man are useful in

maintaininz a balunce between living things.

d. Plants furT'in a variety of micro - habitats 'important to

animal life.

q.

/: ,Freer. plants 'or., :u_.1 ,imple,sugar from carbon dioxide and_

watir in t1-..e presen,_e of 5.11Jight to .form plant tissue

-t:tosvntne<is.

a. Green plant get matter from the environment for growth.

B. Plants proldc manelefits for man.

1. Plants provide natural pollution controls.

. -

a. ..c.ow.ing plants filter both particulate and gaseOus

pEllutants out of the air and play a leading role in
khep:ng down t^G concentration of, CO2 infthe air.

b. 'Vegetation can absorb some noise.

c. Plants imppove the ,unlit: of water from a watershed,
stabiliq under.ground water level and maintain a more

even flow..

d. micro-rganiers are nature's decomposers of natural and
,- 4 man-made litter.

III

21 Grasslands provide food for livestock, safeguard water re-
-

sources, wildlife and enrich soil.

3. Plant litter, humus and roots give soils an exceptional
ability to absorb molstdre and resist erosion.

4. Plants make streams .and ,Lakes more attractive and useful

for recreational purposes.

'5, Plants carry on transpiration and tend to reduce direct
evaporation from the soil.

Domestic plants originate from natural species by selection

and experimentation.

ANIMAL POPULA=NS are iTy,:rt,ant hiclogically, economically and

aesthettgailii.

A. The interaction of environmental and biological factors deter-

mines the size and range of a species.

1. Animals have different needs and habits which determine the

place where they live.

a. Some animals are 4pmestIcated while others are wild.

-4- 31 4
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b. Animals.are often incapable' of adapting:to changes in
their habitat.

A
(1) A wildlife species will disappear if a suitable

habitat of sufficient size is not aailable.d

(2) Loss of habitat; pollution of air, wader and land
have resulted in over 100 species of tldlife being
enUngered in the United States.

(3) Wild ife populations are limited by suitable habi-
tat, disease, predation,. accidents, hulAing and
fish g.

c, Some anida s can tolerate a wide range of environmental
conditions land may thrive as a result of change.

o
d. A suitable anvironment is vital to/the rgprodudti4n of

animals.

(1)* Marsh'end lake restoration programs contribute to
the welfare and population of waterfowl andiother
animals.

B. Animals are important to man.

1. It is necessary to control insects and rodents as they are
an annoyance to comfortable living and may transmit disease.

2. The damage done by insects runs into the billions dollars
each year in the united States alone.

3. Domestic animals are a source of labor, food, clothing, fer-
tilizer products and enjoyment.

4. Game animals provide a source of food and recreation.

5, Animals contribute aesthetically to the environment.

6. Human encroachments upon the habitat of wild animals and
plants often caus eir depletion or disappearance.

C. Managing an ecosystem i_volves managing populations.

1. Wildlife management is an attempt to bring about a balance
between the nunberS of animals and the amount'of food, water
and shelter.

a.' Wildlife conservation is the application of basidprin-
t 'ciples and practices of management. so that aniival crops

of wildlife surpluses can be harvested'by man.

.

b. Wildlife managemedt policies should be deirtloped through
reliable ecological studies and not influenced by polit-

.1cal pressures.

75-
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c, Legislation has protected some wildlife through estab-
lishment of game preserves, wildlife refuges and hunting
laws.

2. Pesticides have provAded a means for man to produce food for

a rapidly increasing pop&ation at a reasonable cost:

a. Pesticides ;mist be used carefully as they are destructive
to many unintended species when used improperly.

b. Pesticides last for years and can be stored in living
tissue, becoming a definite risk to plant and animal life.

omt

c. Pesticides serve a definite purpose by killing plant7
damaging and disease-bearing insects.

4

d. One alternative to pesticides is to import an insect's
natural ,enemies.

33
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